We present a f r a m e w o r k f o r a h i g h l e v el toolkit for solving partial di erential equations. The requirements for very large and complex PDE applications such a s computational uid dynamics and numerical relativity are examined in the framework of a modular toolkit approach based on visual programming. We a d d r e s s some of the principal non-numerical technical challenges : software integration, scheduling and distribution of the computation over a metacomputer. We also discus some of the challenges found in creating run-time support systems and parallel grid generation modules for future systems.
Introduction
In this paper, we discuss features of the computational solution of partial di erential equations (PDEs) and their implications for the design and implementation of a toolkit supporting them on high performance computers. This article considers two areas, numerical relativity (NR) and computational uid dynamics (CFD). These certainly do not exhibit all the features one needs to include in a computational toolkit for PDE solution. However, they are each i n ternally rich in their computational structure but exhibit rather di erent needs. Thus designing a toolkit motivated by these two application areas is likely to lead to a system with broad capability. The toolkit should have a n o verall structure of general applicability but will probably lack speci c modules needed by application areas not considered here.
Both NR and CFD are governed by a system of second order nonlinear partial di erential equations.
There are as usual four independent v ariables: space x and time t. The basic CFD equations have v e dependent v ariables velocity e l d u, density %, and energy E. However, the numb e r o f s i m ultaneous equations can increase in those applications such as reservoir simulation with several di erent constituents.
Numerical relativity, NR, is derived from Einstein's equations expressed elegantly in terms of index tensors where each index is four (space and time) dimensional. Tensors can have upto four indices. The number of distinct eld variables depends on the formulation but is typically about 50! Here is a major complexity with the sheer number of dependent v ariables motivating a convenient symbolic front end to enable error free user friendly speci cation of the desired numerical formulation of the 50 di erential equations.
An important feature of both NR and CFD is that the full solution procedure links several distinct sets of partial di erential equations. In the case of NR, one typically rst solves (at the initial time value) an elliptic di erential equation set which s o l v es the so-called constraint equations de ning redundant e l d v ariables in terms of the non-redundant set chosen to represent t h e solution. This step depends on the so-called "gauge" used. The elliptic solution step is followed by the time evolution of hyperbolic partial di erential equations. A remarkable feature of NR is the ability to make general coordinate transformations corresponding to choosing gauges and transforming between them. For one choice of gauge, the solution could be quite homogeneous and for others very irregular and adaptive. Correspondingly one can need regular meshes and nite di erence methods for one gauge choice and adaptive meshes andnite element approaches for other choices. Thus, NR includes solution of multiple sets of PDE within each application and wide variety of equation characteristics between the di erent approaches.
One of the major uses of HPCC for CFD lies in the area of multidisciplinary analysis and design shown in Figure 1 . This integration of simulation into design (and more ambitiously manufacturing, market and product support) requires the linkage of several distinct simulations e.g. those of manufacturing process, aircraft structure and radar (stealth) properties as well as uid ow around the plane. This is illustrated in Figure 2 which captures the problem which at the highest (computer science) level is the mapping of heterogeneous metaproblems onto heterogeneous metacomputers. NR and CFD are both metaproblems in that they are compound problems made up of several di erent linked modules. Correspondingly the target machine is a metacomputer made of several high performance computers of di erent a r c hitectures. A given problem module is most e ectively implemented on particular computer architectures. Thus the mapping problem of Figure 2 involves rst expressing the modules in scalable languages which will execute on today's and future machines. Then the modules need to be linked with a suitable coordination or integration language (we h a ve most experience with AVS) and using performance estimates, each module is to mapped to part or all of a single or multiple components of the metacomputer. A critical parameter in CFD is the visycosity which i s a m ultiplicative coe cient of the highest order derivative terms in the Navier Stokes equations typically these involve u where u is the vector valued velocity eld. is normally expressed in dimensionless form as the Reynold's number R proportional to 1/ . The particularly interesting and challenging case of large Reynold's number corresponds to motion through air and other gases. Large R implies that there is a structure over distances of order R ;3=4 which can easily be a factor 10 ;3 of other dimensions in system. This rapidly varying turbulent b e h a vior occurs at uid/vehicle interfaces and can "separate" and travel into the uid volume. This physical structure has important computational implications. In particular, one is essentially forced to use adaptive nite element methods to account for varying structure over di ering length scales. In NR, one does not nd the low dimension singularities such as shocks characteristic of CFD at large Reynold's number. The terms with highest order derivations are not multiplied by a n u n usually small coe cient. Rather, singularities are volume based. Thus, in NR, nite di erence methods can be used with adaptive ( m ulti grid) methods needed to describe areas where the elds are rapidly varying.
Both NR and CFD have c hallenging boundary value issues which w ould be modules in our toolkit. In CFD, one would need to match structural and uid ow meshes and solutions at a vehicle surface. Further at large R, boundary layers are formed of thickness R ;1=2 over which (roughly) the tangential components of uid velocity go from asymptotic (large) values outside the layer to zero (in frame where vehicle is at rest) at the vehicle surface. NR has key boundary conditions at the "event horizons" which surround each black hole. Information inside the event horizon is unphysical as information about it can never get out. The rectangular nite di erence grid needs special treatment a t t h e event horizons. NR also has critical boundary conditions at "in nity" for the result of the computation is the gravitational waves received at earth, i.e. traveling to in nity. Accurate "wave extraction" is a critical NR module. Note that as usual, treatment of boundaries involves careful interplay b e t ween physical and computational insight.
The multidisciplinary analysis embodiment o f CFD, also implicitly i n volves wave equations in the electromagnetic simulation module. Currently, this module is usually implemented with the method of moments rather than discretizing Maxwell's equations on a grid. This involves quite di erent computational issues (currently solution of 50,000 x 50,000 full matrix equations) from the sparse matrix systems found in the discretized grid approach to the same (wave) equations.
System Overview
As illustrated in Figure 2 we can naturally break problems and computer systems into modules and pose the general computational challenge as the mapping of metaproblems onto metacomputers. Computer science must provide a programming environment that allows :
A. User speci cation of the problem decomposition into modules and dynamic linkage, B. High level languages to express individual modules, C. Runtime support of the e cient execution of modules on appropriate components of the metacomputer, D. Generic modules which can be used across many applications.
We rst, illustrate this modular metacomputer framework with the example of a simple solver for an elliptic problem based on one of the rst successful PDE toolkits, ELLPACK, developed at Purdue 27] and 8]. A high level description of a program that solves equation (1) with boundary conditions given by (2) is presented in Figure 3 . It can be logically divided into three major phases of computation, namely the man-machine interface, corresponding to the problem de nition, (ii) the solution system, corresponding to the creation and solution of the discrete problem that approximates the continuous de nition of the PDE problem generated by the man-machine interface, and nally (iii) the postprocessing system, corresponding to the visualization of the solution and performance of solution methods.
Elliptic Problem
Compute a function u(x y) that satisfy the PDE : #u # 2 x + #u # 2 y + #u #x ; 4u = e x+y sin( x) Figure 4 illustrates an existing implementation of that idea, an ELLPACK program 27]. Phase I, \man-machine interface" is realized by modules such as EQUATION and BOUNDARY that de ne the elliptic problem and its boundary conditions. Phase II, \solution system" comprises the GRID module that denes the grid that tessellates the unit square, the DIS-CRETIZATION and SOLUTION segments that de ne the solution method, and actually make the computation. Finally, at the phase III, the OUTPUT module de nes the way the solution u = u(x y) i s g o i n g t o b e presented. For time dependent problems or systems of PDEs the ELLPACK description can be more complex and less intuitive. Using the ELLPACK approach one can describe in generic form an organization of PDE modules as shown in the diagram of Figure 5 . In this way (also illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 ) we indeed divide PDEs into modules which c a n e a c h b e m a p p e d i n to parts of individual or combinations of computers linked by high speed networks.
In fact ELLPACK is an example of a toolkit that addresses all the issues A) and D) de ned above. We need to extend their ideas to include the more general di erential equations needed by CFD and NR to support adaptive three dimensional grids shared by di erent solution stages, and to allow exible mapping of PDE-metaproblems onto metacomputers -these span a single sequential computer, a homogeneous SIMD/MIMD parallel machine a network of workstations and a general collection of modern architectures as shown in Figure 2 . The user speci es the modules to be used and more than one combination may be used on a single ELLPACK execution 27]. Figure 6 : Organization of a Visual program using a network editor 1]. The user speci es the modules to be used and the component of the metacomputer to be executed. The nal result is a PDE network of modules.
PDE Definition B.C Defintion Grid Generation
We address here computer science issues underlying a toolkit like ELLPACK 27] , to specify and execute the modules. Here we will not address the full specication of the needed toolkit but rather illustrate the key features. These are divided into the areas A, B, C, and D de ned at the start of this section and discussed brie y in sections 3, 4, 5 and 6 respectively. Any programming environment m ust make e xplicit or implicit trade o s between user convenience (productivity) e ciency and portability. Extreme approaches would be represented by a) fully optimized machine language for a given machine, b) visual BASIC or some other high level object oriented system. Approach a) is non portable as it runs on only one machine it is highly e cient on that machine is highly time consuming for user. Approach b) is highly convenient for user and portable but currently object oriented systems are not able to generate e cient code for metacomputers. The new high performance HPC++ system 18], 3] will address portable parallelism for C++ users. Nevertheless C++ will always be less e cient than less capable but easier to compile languages such a s F ortran.
We will adopt an intermediate approach which stresses portability but is neither the most productive environment for users and will not generate the most e cient execution. User productivity is hard to quantify but we aim at producing execution times which o f a factor 2 (typically) or 4 (at worst) lower than optimal implementations.
The use of true and de facto standards is essential both for portability and reasonable user productivity. Relevant HPCC software standards include AVS (to control and specify modules -see Section 3), High Performance Fortran 17] (HPF-the language for individual modules), Message Passing Interface 26] (MPI -e cient and portable runtime support -see Section 4). We also, advocate using portable HPCC libraries such a s L A P ACK to provide reasonable e cient r u ntime AVS modules for matrix algebra (Section 5). We have successfully used AVS and LAPACK for electromagnetic simulations (Section 3).
Note that current MPP vendors do not have t h e resources to develop their own parallel programming environments. Thus our standards are the basis of the best MPP programming environments which can make use of the standards to implement better support for debuggers, performance visualization, compilers and runtime systems.
3 Software Integration of the components of a metaproblem
The software integration problem is exempli ed by Figures 1 , 2, 5 and 6 where modules need to be linked together to solve the full problem. This linkage can be static as the problem of Figure 7 where matrix element generation tasks feed data (the calculated elements) on xed links to matrix solve and visualization modules. In multi-disciplinary analysis and design ( Figure 2 ) the links are dynamic, where for instance, information ows back and forth and forth between structural and uid ow modules under control of the optimizer.
Generally Integration Software must support coarse grain task parallelism where each task or module is :
Itself a complex structure implemented in a parallel language such as HPF, HPC++ (Section 4) or message passing (PVM, MPI, etc.) linked either statically or dynamically to other modules.
A visual interface is attractive for this problem as typically one does not have a l a r g e n umber of modules. These correspond to the nite tasks de ning the problem -in contrast the data parallelism, measured for instance by the number of grid points, can be arbitrarily large in our problem class. Thus graphical speci cation of the integration problem is quite natural even though it may not be appropriate for data parallelism.
In Figures 7 and 8 Currently no system o ers all the features one needs. For instance AVS can support parallel or sequential modules 4] but this is not part of the basic design and requires additional system support. Further AVS currently does not support parallel I/O between modules. For instance AVS will support task communication over a single (ATM) high speed link. However suppose one ahs say, one module using 8 nodes on an IBM SP-2 connected to another such 8 node module on the same machine. Currently AVS cannot use the high speed parallel network on SP-2 for inter-module I/O. One will use this network for intra-module communication. In many cases, intermodule communication d o e s not need high bandwidth and current v e r s i o n o f A VS is su cient. AVS also does not elegantly support dynamic links although these can be implemented clamsily.
AVS was originally designed for visualization applications and for this reason is available on a broad range of platforms. As well as the many w orkstations, we h a ve u s e d A VS to support integration with modules Here we focus on the computationally intense modules for which parallel computing is required. There are three natural parallel programming paradigms one could use for individual modules. Each has its advantages and disadvantages and one would mix them in a given problem with di erent modules using di erent programming paradigms. This complex software environment requires a carefully crafted runtime environment to support multiple paradigms used at the same time. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate that ELLPACK supports symbolic analysis so that the di erential equations can be expressed in \mathematics" -or more precisely in domain (here the PDE solution domain) speci c language. SINAPSE is a new interesting system of this type build on top of Mathematica. The NCSA group is evaluating its use for the Black Hole problem.
The second major paradigm is data parallel languages where High Performance Fortran (HPF) is an agreed standard and many commercial compilers are being build. The Convex and Portland Group compilers are directly based on the work Rice 22] and Syracuse 33]. HPF is described below but we emphasize that its parallel extensions are largely language independent. The corresponding parallel extensions of C++, HPC++ is based directly on those in Fortran. We are constructing with ARPA support a runtime system that will support multiple languages (C++, Fortran, ADA).
The nal lowest practical level, is Fortran(or C) plus message passing. Here PVM has become a de facto public domain standard. We expect PVM to continue, but a new more formal standard MPI to become an important portable message passing platform.
Practically HPF or Fortran + MPI are good standards which can be recommended for new applications for the next few years. In our application elds, HPF looks fully suitable for NR which is based on rectangular grids. However CFD needs HPF extensions to handle irregular unstructured adaptive meshes. These extensions have been prototyped using work of Saltz's group 29]. We can expect them to be incorporated in future compilers.
High Performance Fortran
HPF is an extension of Fortran 90 to support data parallel programming model, de ned as single threaded, global name space, loosely synchronous parallel computation. The idea behind HPF is to provide means to produce scalable, portable, and top performance codes for MIMD and SIMD computers with non-uniform memory access cost. The portability of the HPF codes means that the e ciency of the code is preserved for di erent m a c hines with comparable number of processors.
The HPF extensions to the Fortran 90 standard fall into three categories: compiler directives, new language features, and new library routines. The HPF compiler directives are structured comments that suggest implementation strategies or assert fact about a program to the compiler. They may a ect the e ciency of the computation performed, but they do not change the value computed by the program. The most important assertions suggest the data decomposition needed to get good performance.
The new language features are FORALL statement and construct as well as minor modi cations and additions to the library of Fo r t r a n 9 0 i n trinsic functions. In addition, HPF introduces new functions that may be used to express parallelism, like new array reduction functions, array c o m bining scatter functions, arrays sufx and pre x functions, array sorting functions and others. These functions are collected in a separate library, the HPF library. Since it was anticipated that not all algorithms can be easily expressed in HPF syntax, an escape mechanism, the extrinsic functions, has been introduced. The extrinsic functions may be written in languages other than HPF and may support a di erent computational model. Finally, HPF imposes some restrictions to Fortran 90 de nition of storage and sequence associations. A lot of the excellent performance of HPF comes from the explicitly parallel runtime library called from the data parallel level. This library is typically written an optimal (lower level) message passing such a s F ortran + MPI.
The HPF approach is based on two k ey observations. First, the overall e ciency of the program can be increased, if many operations are performed concurrently by di erent processors, and secondly, the eciency of a single processor is likely be the highest, if the processor performs computations on data elements stored in its local memory. Therefore, the HPF extensions provide means for explicit expression of parallelism and data mapping. It follows that an HPF programmer expresses parallelism explicitly, and the data distribution is tuned accordingly to control the load balance and minimize communication. On the other hand, given a data distribution, an HPF compiler may be able to identify operations that can be executed concurrently, and thus generate even more e cient code.
Runtime support
Parallel computing and more speci cally high performance software for scienti c computing will be made more attractive to scientists and engineers if these systems will provide uni ed runtime support for all aspects of a physical simulation : PDE discretization and indexing, grid generation, adaptive re nement and load balancing, PDE solution, parallel I/O and visualization. While a fair amount o f w ork has been carried out in building libraries for the individual components -mainly for eld solvers -limited or none e ort made towards the integration of the individual libraries. In this section we address the issues related to the development of a common runtime support system for both task and data parallelism speci c to PDE applications.
A t ypical example of PDE solution involves a mixture of data and task parallelism. For instance, Figure  6 indicates that a discretization module can be linked with a number of di erent indexing modules (i.e., di erent methods in re-ordering the rows and columns of the linear systems of equations that approximates the continuous PDE) and di erent solution modules. In this case one can explore task parallelism in the level of the PDE network of the modules and data parallelism in the level of individual modules. Unfortunately there is no single language available with su cient p o wer and exibility to express both data and task parallelism in coarse and/or ne grain levels. Thus the application scientist or engineer stands alone in the archipelagos of many specialized languages and libraries -with little or none common interfaces -that have been developed for di erent computational paradigms and purposes.
Examples These systems are supported by l o wer level operating system capabilities -especially message passing. Currently PVM and in the future MPI will be critical standards on which to build coexisting tools. We also need runtime communication support for special data structures such as those provided in PARTI 31] . In several approaches a good light w eight thread runtime library is critical is used in several methods of local balancing and many shared memory programming environments.
The objective of the runtime support system for PDE toolkits is to collect most of these libraries and provide a complete integration framework which is portable across all HPCC platforms with : (a) common interface for high level machine independent debuggers and performance analysis tools, (b) scalable and e cient data movement from module to module of the PDE network, (c) parallel I/O from logical component to logical component of the metacomputer, (d) scalable partitioning and load balancing capabilities, and nally (e) a facility for generating knowledge base rules from a database of performance data.
There is no single debugging or performance analysis tool that provides all needed functionality to debug and optimize all kinds of software. Existing debuggers and analysis tools can be used for individual modules, but can not be used in analyzing a complex PDE network of modules. Typical available software for debugging and performance systems have been developed for very ne grain level analysis for example in the case of debugging they can trace the value of a variable or pointer within the same address space. They did not meant to trace problems over a PDE network of modules that are distributed over a LAN or WAN. Moreover in PDE software systems a problem might appear far a way form the module on which the problem has been generated. For example a problem in grid generation might show up in the visualization of the solution where a singularity or jump appears in a place where the solution is supposed to be smooth. Our e ort will focus in developing high level visualization debugging and analysis systems custom made for PDE networks of modules.
In Section 3 we m e n tioned a limitation o f A VS in taking advantage of high speed networks to handle parallel data movement b e t ween modules that assigned on the same component of the metacomputer. The runtime support system will address some special cases of this problem that occur in PDE computations. A more general instance of this problem is the case where different modules are placed on di erent components of the metacomputer. The distribution of modules over powerful di erent supercomputers is meaningless if the support for parallel I/O is absent. For example consider a parallel adaptive s o l v er that runs on nCUBE II and a parallel grid generation that runs over an SP-2 we h a ve seen in 8] that the sequential loading of millions of grid points from SP-2 to nCUBE II through a workstation (host) is very costly. According to Amdahl's law t h i s limitation will deteriorate the overall speed up of the system.
Scalable dynamic load balancing is another import di cult optimization problem whose solution is essential for the e cient execution of parallel PDE solvers. There are however many e ective static and dynamic data distribution and re-distribution methods which are developed 16]. So we do not need to develop fresh approaches. Rather our objective is to unify the existing libraries of algorithms and provide common interfaces for discretization modules based on nite-di erence, niteelement, nite-volume and spectral methods. Finally, the PDE toolkit will be a \self-learning" system. A knowledge base 23] of performance data will be created for each run and con guration of the pair (PDEproblem, PDE-network). This knowledge will be encapsulated in the form of rules and will be used to solve the following problem : for a given pair (PDEproblem, computing environment) nd the \closests" muching point in the the knowledge space.
We h a ve a l r e a d y m e n tioned that some PDE solvers use matrix solvers -in particular the method of moments for computational electromagnetics : such approaches would use matrix library runtime support such as the portable LAPACK system.
Parallel Grid Generation
In previous sections we described the non-numerical technical challenges one phases in designing and implementing high level PDE solving systems for complex applications such as NR and CFD. In this section we address the problems related to the parallel grid generation on one or multiple components of the metacomputer. In addition, we present our progress in this direction as well as preliminary results that justify the e ectiveness of our approach.
We present a b r i e f o verview of our e ort in developing parallel grid generation modules for static and adaptive structured and unstructured grids 9]. The parallel modules for structured and unstructured grids (see Figures 10, 11 and 12) include : (1) a module for parallel 2D and 3D static and adaptive Algebraic and Elliptic grids for general domains, (2) a module for parallel 2D and 3D multi-level multi-component curvilinear grid re nement for general domains and (3) a parallel 2-dimensional adaptive Delaunay triangulation .
The fact that curvilinear grids (see Figure 9 ) can be considered to be logically (i.e., computationally) rectangular is very attractive to explore data locality and parallelism using data parallel languages like FORTRAN 90D or FORTRAN 90 plus message passing. The data-parallel grid generation method 9] for a given domain is described by the following ve steps : (1) Decompose the physical domain, into a small number of contiguous hexahedron subregions, i , that can be mapped into rectangular computational blocks B i which form an initial composite block structure C 0 ( ) = fB i g N i=1 32]. In this step we also assign the size of the grid that we w ant to generate on each of the blocks B i . (2) Generate sequentially a coarse algebraic grid that provides an explicit control of the physical grid shape with a minimal number of grid points. This grid is used as a background for the partitioning of the ner composite block struc- Tables 1 and 2 indicate that our approach for the solution of the data-mapping problem reduces the employment of sequential data pre-processing required for the data-parallel PDE solvers and at the same time exploits the reusability of existing well written and tested sequential structured and unstructured multiblock methods for parallel CFD codes.
A c hallenge for parallel multi-block m ulti-zone solvers is to distribute the grids and thus the computation in such a w ay so that the inter-block and intra- Parallel adaptive Delaunay triangulations are very important for computations with strong variations in the solution over scattered regions (eg. in CFD ow over a multi-element airfoil wing) and computations with moving boundary whose parametric or exact representation is unknown (eg. in NR collision of two black holes). The challenge here is the dynamic load balancing of parallel a computations with irregular dependencies. We address this problem with two di erent approaches. The rst 11] is based on an extension of the load balancing method presented in 6] that minimizes local synchronization and reduces data migration by taking into account the data distribution before the adaptation of the grid. The approach provides data partitions of the same quality as Recursive Spectral Bisection presented in 30]. The second approach i s b a s e d o n based on a priority based multilist multithread system 12] and 13]. The most important advantages of the proposed approach are: (1) minimization of processors idle time, because idle processors immediately schedule threads created on busy processors without waiting to reach a global barrier and (2) reduction of the overhead to recognize the processors state, because we c heck only the counter of the \ready" and \wait" queues of some small subsets of processors.
Conclusions
Essential features of a toolkit are proper break up of the problem into modules linked by o p e n i n terfaces and well de ned requirements that will enable commercial or academic sources to develop independently tools and implementations for each module. It is unrealistic for a single vendor to supply all the software for a future agile manufacturing system or a single university to solve for ever the dynamics of black holes. Rather virtual organizations must be formed with each m e m ber contributing part of the system. Here we h a ve analyzed a few of the issues underlying a toolkit for PDE solutions. This is a rich problem with both individual modules and their integration very challenging to implement. However the toolkit approach is the only practical one and hope to re ne our ideas in future research and papers. Comments and collaborators will be welcome.
